REAL AUTO ACCIDENT, BY CHANCE, INCORPORATED IN MOVIE THRILLER

Steering Gear of Car Used in Scene of “Panique” Breaks as Machine Is Taking Curve on Mountain Highway at High Rate of Speed.

Baker Residents, However, Hope Not to See War Again.

33 TAKEN TO VIEW FILM

Visitors of Civil War Petitions

Bear in Mind to Undergo Horrors Again if Need Should Arise.

GOSSIP OF MOVIE PLAYERS

Greatest actress in the world’s stage, Miss Theda Bara, has returned to the Majestic Theater.

11 A.M. to 11 P.M.

Today Until Wednesday Night

WHO’S BACK?
WHY!!!

THEDA BARA’S
BACK at the
Majestic Theater
In the Most Stirring Production of All Her Screen Career

THE ETERNAL

“SAPHO”

The Much Discussed Photoplay
A SENSATION YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO MISS

ALSO

Majestic Novelty Trio Pathe News Comedy

DAMAGED GOODS

In Seven Pulsating Parts
A powerful indictment of the world’s greatest plague.
A plea for the elimination of the double standard of morals.
A wonderful presentation of the terrible results of vice and the physical ruin that follows the transgression of the moral law.

INDORSED by leading medical and uplift organizations everywhere.

Children Under 14 Not Admitted Without Parents

SUNSET THEATRE

“DAMAGED GOODS” AT SUNSET

International Picture Opener Engagement for Four Days

“DAMAGED GOODS,” the production

APRIL 20, 1916